
CLIMATE CHANGE LESSON PLAN – The Sun and the Moon Tale

For Grade 6

Prepared by Elizabeth Martens

Description of Activity: Read “The Sun and the Moon” Tale to the learners. Discuss with learners

natural phenomena and climate change. Learners make their own puppets of the characters in the

tale and then put on a puppet show.

This lesson should be completed over _3_ 30 min lessons or over _1_ week.

Learning Area/s: Arts and Culture (drama) Learning Outcomes: LO1

Assessment Standard/s: LO1: Composite AS1 –

learner illustrates / interprets a tale (story) through

puppetry; designing puppets and producing a show

Subject Integration: Language, Natural Science

Background knowledge required by learners:

Understanding of natural phenomena

Materials Needed:

Appendix A – “The Sun and The Moon” tale

Medium strength card board, pencil crayons and wax

crayons, glue, sticky tape

Activity Procedure:

Lesson 1: The educator reads “The Sun and the Moon” tale to the learners. The learners are made aware

that the tale is just that, a tale. Use the story to discuss with the learners some of the effects of climate

change; for example the part of the sea rushing through the Sun and Moon home could be linked to rise in

sea level etc.

Lesson 2: Learners are allocated characters from the tale. For example a Sun, Moon, sea creatures, stars,

sea etc. Learners must make a hand or stick puppet of the character they will represent. These puppets can

either be made by folding medium strength card board in half and stapling the two sides together keeping

the bottom open for the hand to insert. Otherwise tape a 30cm ruler to the back of the card board.

Learners can draw their character onto the folded piece of card board and colour these in.

Lesson 3: The Learners put on a puppet show using ‘The Sun and Moon” tale and the puppets they have

made. If the class is large, the class can be divided in half and each group can put on a show for the other.

Assessment Method: Teacher assessment of learner understanding of natural phenomenon and interpreting

and illustrating a tale
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